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Abstract: This paper aims to use the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) for univariate
time series prediction. The main goal of this study is to compare between Support Vector Machine and K-Nearest
Neighbor to predict time series data. The dataset for the monthly gold prices was used during the period from Nov 1989 – Dec-2019, which represents 362 observations. SVM and K-NN models were fitted based on 90% of data as
training set, and then their accuracy was compared using the statistical measure RMSE. The results indicated that
SVM was better than K-NN in predicting future gold prices, based on RMSE= 33.77.
Keywords: machine learning; time series; support vector machines; K-nearest neighbor.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Time series forecasting and analysis have been a dynamic research area over the last few decades.
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Different types of forecasting models have been developed, and researchers have relied on
statistical techniques to predict time series data [4]. Machine learning and statistics have a lot in
common work but statistics is an older field that has evolved in the field of mathematics. The main
difference between machine learning and statistics is the assumption about the data. In machine
learning, we often assume that the data has been generated from some unknown data generating
process and different learning algorithms are used to approximate it. In Statistics, usually we
assume a data model is the true data generating process and we try to estimate the parameters of
this data model. So, statistics deals with models while machine learning deals with learning
algorithms or procedures [14]. However, time series data often full of nonlinearity and irregularity,
such as economic and financial time series. To address this, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) methods can be used as a modern technique to overcome the
problems of forecasting non-linearity and non-stationary time series data. SVM and K-NN
methods, which have been used in forecasting in many fields. The use of SVM and K-NN in this
domain increased because of their ability to form complex non-linear systems based on sample
data. In particular, in recent years, applications of SVM and K-NN received great attention in many
fields because of their enormous storage capacity and capabilities of learning and prediction. Time
series prediction techniques have been used in many real-world applications such as financial
market, electrical utility loads, weather and environment forecasting. In this study, some
comparisons among SVM and K-NN methods will be performed. Python software was used for
building the best model for forecasting and making a comparison between the results of these
techniques to determine the best one among them. These models were applied particularly in this
study because comparing SVM, K-NN and statistics models, is more focused on data classification
and multivariate time series data than on univariate time series data forecasting. In particular, it
focuses on extracting patterns and anomalies from data sets. The rest of the study is organized as
follows: section 2 covers the related studies that have been conducted in this study, while the
methodology used in this study is presented in section 3. Evaluation methods and results are
presented in section 4 and section 5 respectively. We finally conclude in section 6.
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2. RELATED WORKS
Related works are important aspect of any research work. they give the work done, till now, the
developments in the area investigated by the researcher. [6] created a system to forecast
movements in the stock market in a given day by using time series analysis on the S&P 500 values.
They also performed market sentiment analysis on data collected from Twitter to find out whether
the addition of it increased the accuracy of the prediction. They collected the S&P 500 values from
Yahoo Finance and the Twitter data from Twitter Census: Stock Tweets dataset from Infochimps.
The latter included around 2.3 million stock tweets. This dataset was then modified for the purpose
of their work. They had three labels for the S&P index movement up, down, and same. To predict
the S&P movements, they used five different attributes. To analyze the sentiments in the tweet
dataset, they used Naive Bayes Classifier. The sentiments were labeled as up, down or same. After
incorporating the sentiment analysis results with the time series analysis results, they found that
the accuracy had improved. [16] developed a model in order to forecast the production of crops
particularly of rice by making use of machine learning techniques. The researchers have used the
data set pertains to the region of Bangladesh for the experimental analysis. The study area is highly
influenced by the climatic variables such as rainfall and wind speed. By making use of machine
learning algorithms, the researchers predicted the yield of crops and by using the model the authors
also measured the effectiveness on unknown climatic variables that may cause the changes in the
production of crops. The model is first skilled by relationship between past ecological pattern and
crop yield rate. [3] developed a model of by means of multiple classifiers for the prediction of
stock price movement and the results are subjected to comparison of the ensemble models such as
AdaBoost, Random Forest and Kernel factory with that of the individual classifier techniques like
Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor and Logistic Regression. The
study data with record numbers 5767 of the European companies are taken into account for the
experimental analysis. The performance measure is analyzed with the help of characteristic curve
and the results indicated that the ensemble models perform better than the individual classifiers
and for the study data Random Forest outperforms other techniques as well. [7] have compared
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the machine learning prediction algorithms with that of statistical methods for landslide
susceptibility modeling. The aim of the researchers is to map the landslide prone areas for very big
regions which does not contain enough geotechnical data which are used in developing physical
based models. The experimental analysis is carried out in three areas in the province of Lower
Austria, Austria. The evaluation is carried out by spatial k-fold cross validation for the
identification of the predictive performance. The modeling techniques used by the researchers are
logistic regression (GLM), generalized additive models (GAM), weights of evidence (WOE), the
support vector machine (SVM), random forest classification (RF), and bootstrap aggregated
classification trees (bundling) with penalized discriminant analysis (BPLDA) respectively. The
experimental analysis shows that the random forest and bundling classification techniques render
overall better performance in prediction. The authors also concluded that the data driven machine
learning models are also useful in predictive areas than simply believing the statistical analysis. [9]
have stated that an exact forecasting model is needed for a sustainable incorporation of wind power
into the electricity grid. The researchers in the work have proposed a machine learning ensemble
in order to predict the wind power. During the initial study, the developers have used regressors as
a single base learning algorithm. The experimental results are compared with ensemble models
developed by multiple learning algorithms which gives gain in classification ability by making use
of weak predictors. The investigational analysis is carried out by using ensemble model developed
by the combination of decision trees and support vector regression. This high-tech ensemble model
generates 37% improvement of accuracy that when compared with the single base classifier that
uses support vector regression. The developers also reveal that the ensemble prediction could be
highly useful for high dimensional patterns. The experimental analysis is based on a large wind
time series data set form simulations and real measurements. [12] have stated that machine learning
algorithm plays an important role in the field of forecasting and in particular of rainfall prediction.
The machine learning methods does a significant impact on the rainfall prediction by using satellite
based complex data containing variables of rainfall retrievals. The developments in parallel
computing with machine learning algorithm are highly helpful in training the data set and also in
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predicting the future trends and these are the reasons behind using machine learning technology in
real time practical situations. In the study, the researchers have analyzed the MSG SEVIRI data of
Germany by making use of four machine learning algorithms viz., Neural Networks (NN),
Random Forests (RF), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Averaged Neural Networks (AVNN)
for detection and rate assignment of rainfall. The satellite-based predictor variables such as cloud
top height, cloud top temperature, cloud phase and cloud water path serve are taken into account
for the study. The researchers identified that NNET and AVNNET performs better than the other
models and NNET's computational speed is added advantage both in detection and rate assignment
of rainfall. The authors have concluded that there is urging need for future research in providing
suitable and accurate prediction of rainfall. [17] have proposed a new kind of forecasting model
by using three data analytical forecasting models viz., support vector machine, adaptive neurofuzzy inference system and artificial neural network. The data set used for the experimental
analysis was Borsa ISTanbul (BIST) 100 index. The data set contains records over the period of 8
years from 2007 to 2014. The performance of the models are evaluated by making use of the
metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. In order to minimize the bias, the study is
conducted using ten-fold stratified cross-validation technique. The experimental result shows that
the accuracy of forecasting down movements outweighs up movements of the index. The
researchers also reveal that the study gives good results with fewer input factors that when
compared with the previous forecasting models developed. [11] presented Machine Learning
methods to statistical time series forecasting and compared the correctness of those methods with
the correctness of conventional statistical methods and found that the first one is better and outtop
using the both measures of accuracy. They provide the reason for the accuracy of learning models
is less that of statistical models and suggested some other achievable ways. [18] suggested a design
of multi kernel ELM or MKELM method for segregation of motor imagery electroencephalogram
or EEG and investigate performance of kernel ELM and impacts of two different functions of
kernel such as polynomial and Gaussian kernel Compares MKELM method gives greater
segregation accuracy than other algorithms indicate betterment of the suggested MKELM based.
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3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, the dataset and the proposed methods to predict future values for the same time
series of the monthly gold price are introduced. First, the dataset will be introduced and then,
predictive models will be explained.
3.1 Dataset
The monthly gold prices data used in our forecast models span from Nov-1989 to Dec 2019. The
data were downloaded from the index Mundi website [19]. This means that we have 362
observations for the monthly gold price. In order to evaluate the out-of-sample forecasting ability
of the various models, some observations at the end of the sample period are not used in estimating
the models. Thus, there are two periods in the analysis: a training series which is composed of 90%
of the dataset in the period (Nov-1989 – Nov-2016) and a test series which contains the remaining
10% of the set in the period (Dec. 2016 – Dec. 2019).
•

Data Plot

Fig.1 depicts the price of gold on the y-axis against the equally-spaced time intervals (i.e. months)
on the x-axis. It is used to evaluate patterns, knowledge of the general trend, and data behavior
over time. The positive trend of data is clear.

Fig. 1: Time Series Plot of the Monthly Gold Price - US Dollars per Troy Ounce 1989 – 2019.
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3.2 Predictive Models
3.2.1 Support vector machines (SVM)
Support vector machine is a supervised learning method which introduced by Vapnik in the early
90's, has proven very effective computational tool in machine learning. SVM has already
outperformed most other computational intelligence methodologies mainly because they are based
on sound mathematical principles of statistical learning theory. SVM is usually implemented for
classification problems but is also used for regression analysis [7]. In SVM literature, when the
SVM algorithm is used for regression problems, it is called Support Vector Regression (SVR) and
when it is used for classification problems, it is called Support Vector Classification (SVC). With
its ability to solve nonlinear regression estimation problems. In recent years, SVR has been widely
used for time series forecasting which have data coming from an unstable and nonlinear system
such as economic and financial data.
The idea of SVM is to separate the data into a high-dimensional feature space and find the
hyperplane that maximizes the margin. In regression problems, a linear learning machine learns
nonlinear function in a kernel-induced feature space. It uses an implicit mapping of input data into
a high dimensional feature space defined by a kernel function. Using a kernel function is useful
when the data is far from being linearly separable.

Fig.2: separating hyperplane
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The goal of SVM is to find a decision rule with good generalization ability through selecting some
particular subset of training data, called support vectors. Training SVM requires the solving of a
Quadratic Programming (QP) problem over a solution space known to be convex. Therefore, every
local optima will also be a global solution [11]. Hence, SVM training always finds a global solution
that is usually unique, this is superior to ANN, a technique that often optima.
Assume a non-linear function, given by y (x ) :
y ( x) = w  ( x) + b
T

(1)

where, w is the weight vector, b is the bias or threshold, and (x) represents a high-dimensional
feature space that is nonlinearly mapped from the input space x.
The goal of SVM is to determine the values of

w and b to orientate the hyperplane to be as

far as possible from the closest samples. The coefficients w and b are estimated by minimizing
the following function:

1 T 
min  w w 
2


(2)

subject to the following constraints:

 yi − wT  ( xi ) − b  
 T
 w  ( xi ) + b − yi  

(3)

yi ( w  ( xi ) + b) − 1  0

(4)

This gives:
T

•

The Best Model of SVR

To obtain the best SVR model for the monthly gold price data; there are three parameters that are
peculiar to SVR; these are the type of kernel function, the regularization constant C and the
maximum allowable deviation



[14]. For the choice of kernel, the linear function was selected

as it has been found to be superior to other kernel types as seen in Table.1.
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Table 1: Results of RMSE for training series
TYPE

linear polynomial

RMSE

44.32

137.32

RBF

Sigmoid

180.19

195.93

As seen in table (1), linear kernel has the minimum value of RMSE and this Kernel function is
used for monthly gold price forecasting in this paper.

To obtain the optimal values of the parameters C and  for the monthly gold price data, network
searching algorithm is used. For this goal, one of the parameters is supposed as a constant and the
other is changed to find the minimum of RMSE for the specified Kernel function. This
methodology used is depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Steps used in the SVR Experimentation
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To Sum up the analysis above and after several rounds of testing C = 0.5 and



= 0.001 were

concluded as the best selections for training set, because they have the smallest RMSE. These
parameters were used to train the model again and then to predict the testing set. The testing set
(Dec.2016-Dec.2019) was composed of the remaining 37 data points (10% of the series). Fig. 4
depicts a comparison of forecast values with actual values while Table 2 shows actual and forecast
values of the monthly gold price for 37 points at the end of 2019.

Fig. 4: Actual and Forecast results by SVR.
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Table 2: Observed and Forecasted Values of Gold Price using SVR.
Month

Forecast

Actual

Month

Forecast

Actual

Dec-16

1132.36

1157.36

Jul-18

1308.47

1237.71

Jan-17

1168.10

1192.10

Aug-18

1251.96

1201.71

Feb-17

1228.89

1234.20

Sep-18

1185.46

1198.39

Mar-17

1222.11

1231.42

Oct-18

1213.28

1215.39

Apr-17

1241.86

1266.88

Nov-18

1214.52

1220.65

May-17

1270.20

1246.04

Dec-18

1234.35

1250.40

Jun-17

1249.96

1260.26

Jan-19

1254.98

1291.75

Jul-17

1273.96

1236.84

Feb-19

1286.20

1320.07

Aug-17

1248.65

1283.04

Mar-19

1332.12

1300.90

Sep-17

1273.01

1314.07

Apr-19

1298.07

1285.91

Oct-17

1310.30

1279.51

May-19

1284.54

1283.70

Nov-17

1269.50

1281.90

Jun-19

1279.65

1359.04

Dec-17

1293.10

1264.45

Jul-19

1378.49

1412.89

Jan-18

1279.98

1331.30

Aug-19

1422.45

1500.41

Feb-18

1354.11

1330.73

Sep-19

1519.49

1510.58

Mar-18

1350.54

1324.66

Oct-19

1506.35

1494.81

Apr-18

1318.60

1334.76

Nov-19

1520.22

1470.79

May-18

1337.25

1303.45

Dec-19

1497.47

1479.13

Jun-18

1308.97

1281.57

-

-

-

The results shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2 indicate that the tendencies of the predicted value curve
are basically near to those of the actual value one, and the predicted values fit the actual ones very
well.
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3.2.2 K-nearest neighbor
The k-nearest neighbor (K-NN) is a supervised learning method which introduced by Fix and
Hodges Jr in 1951, afterwards formalizes for classification tasks by Cover and Hart [15]. In
general, the K-NN is a developed version of instance-based learning algorithm based on the
difference between features in the labelled dataset.
It searches for a group of k samples which are nearest to unknown samples based on distance
functions. A labelled dataset bunch are used here for finding the k most similar instances which
are nearest to the new observation. Thus, the algorithm gives the prediction based on how similar
the new incoming observations are to the training observation. During the learning process, this
algorithm retains the whole training set. From these k samples, the label (class) of unknown
samples (the new input data) are compared to each instance in training set and determine the
prediction of that unknown samples by calculating the average of the response variables [10].
Therefore, for a regression case, this can be the mean output variable, and for the classification
task, it can be the most common class value.
For a given instance X, to compute

Yˆ

, K-NN model uses the k closest instances in the training

set and the prediction is the average of the corresponding targets. The model can be written as the
simplest way:
1
Yˆ ( x ) =
k

Where

N k ( x ) is



yi

(5)

xi  N k ( x )

the set of the closest points in 𝑥𝑖 training sample. Determining the k value is

difficult as the parameter k goes to 1, at the same time the error on the training set goes to 0 but
the error on the test set starts increasing. This is due to the K-NN model has low bias and high
variance. To identify the closeness and measure the distance d between two data points, similarity
metric (some distance functions) is used. A most common function here is Euclidean distance that
measures the distance between x and y points as follows:
n

d ( x, y ) =

 (x

i

i =1

− yi )

2

(6)
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•

The optimal hyper parameter value of K-nearest neighbor

The K-NN algorithm searches the k-closest training samples in the feature space based on the
calculated distance. As a result, the parameter k plays an important role in the evaluation of the KNN which implies k as the key tuning parameter. So, the goal here is to find the optimal k value
for the model based on the dataset [12]. We have used two procedures to find the optimal
parameter, first we provided 10-fold cross-validation with the10% test set split, and 90% train set
to split the monthly of gold price data. Then we looped through the reasonable number of k in a
range (0,12) and used the 10-fold cross-validation to estimate the optimal value of k and to record
the output accuracy based on R2 between the feature test set and the response test set. For each
iteration of the loop, the K-NN is instantiated with n_neighbor = k and for each fold, the accuracy
is measured.
Within the range from 0 to 12, we have found the optimal k value = 5 with the highest score of
0.621 applying k-fold cross validation So, we choose k = 5 and set as the n_neighbor value to train
the K-NN regressor model and forecast the output for monthly of gold price.
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Fig. 5: The optimal hyper parameter value of K-NN for monthly of gold price.
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•

Forecasting using K-nearest neighbor

In Fig. 6 and Table 3, the comparisons of the forecast values with actual data for gold
price are shown.

Fig. 6: Actual and Forecast results by K-nearest neighbor.
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Table 3: Observed and Forecasted Values of Gold Price using K-nearest neighbor
Month

Forecast

Actual

Month

Forecast

Actual

Dec-16

1149.76

1157.36

Jul-18

1248.02

1237.71

Jan-17

1176.13

1192.1

Aug-18

1248.02

1201.71

Feb-17

1209.18

1234.2

Sep-18

1217.15

1198.39

Mar-17

1206.48

1231.42

Oct-18

1215.25

1215.39

Apr-17

1211.20

1266.88

Nov-18

1206.48

1220.65

May-17

1210.80

1246.04

Dec-18

1211.20

1250.4

Jun-17

1213.66

1260.26

Jan-19

1210.80

1291.75

Jul-17

1203.59

1236.84

Feb-19

1216.47

1320.07

Aug-17

1200.50

1283.04

Mar-19

1213.67

1300.90

Sep-17

1191.88

1314.07

Apr-19

1260.57

1285.91

Oct-17

1188.84

1279.51

May-19

1249.25

1283.70

Nov-17

1212.02

1281.9

Jun-19

1248.02

1359.04

Dec-17

1197.13

1264.45

Jul-19

1307.70

1412.89

Jan-18

1189.58

1331.3

Aug-19

1405.59

1500.41

Feb-18

1248.02

1330.73

Sep-19

1503.77

1510.58

Mar-18

1248.02

1324.66

Oct-19

1570.92

1494.81

Apr-18

1241.72

1334.76

Nov-19

1570.92

1470.79

May-18

1244.81

1303.45

Dec-19

1570.92

1479.13

Jun-18

1256.53

1281.57

-

-

-

4. EVALUATION METHODS FOR GOLD PRICE FORECASTING
We used Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) to evaluate model performances. It is square root of
the summation of differences between actual and predicted values. RMSE is frequently used in
time series analysis. RMSE can be calculated as shown in Eq. (7).
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RMSE =



n
i =1

( yi − yi )

2

(7)

n

Where y is the actual value and y is the predicted value and n is the number of observations
i

i

[2].
Table 4 gives accuracy measure results for the ARIMA, SVR, and K-NN Models. The smaller
(RMSE) values, the better the performance and the predicted values are closer to the actual values.

Table 4: A Comparison of the Performance Criteria for the Models ARIMA, SVR and K-NN.

Model

SVR

K-NN

RMSE

33.77

70.01

The minimum accuracy measure (RMSE) of monthly gold price time series determine the best
model. From the above table, it seems that SVR model performs better than the K-NN model by
using (RMSE).

5. RESULTS
In our study we proposed two most popular machine learning techniques, support vector machine
using linear function kernel, and K-nearest neighbor (K-NN), as a modern technique to overcome
the problems of forecasting non-linearity and non-stationary time series data.
From the previous sections, the following results can be summarized:
•

The SVM model, with (C = 0.5 and



= 0.001), is the best fit for monthly gold price

forecasting among all other SVM models with different parameter values.
•

The K-NN model, with (k = 5), is the best fit for monthly gold price forecasting among all
other K-NN models.

•

The forecasting of monthly gold price, with SVM, is more efficient than K-NN method.
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6. CONCLUSION
This study aimed to construct the best (SVM and K-NN) models for the time series data of a
monthly gold price from Nov-1989 to Dec 2019, and comparing between models to see which one
is better in forecasting the monthly gold price. The results of applying the SVM and K-NN methods
were compared through the (RMSE) results. From this study, it can be concluded from the
presented discussion that results of SVM were more accurate (with the lowest RMSE) and SVM
is the most efficient forecasting technique for monthly gold price than K-NN model. In future, we
intend to improve our results by using a hybrid method of K-NN and SVR to benefit from qualities
of both models.
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